A critical inquiry into the photographs of Gregory Crewdson begins with problems of how to make liminality visible and how to question the means by which the discarded and the accidental register their effects. Throughout Crewdson's work, nature engages with the iconography of the American landscape to produce effects of fear and desire, repulsion and beauty. Mysterythe strange coupled with the recognizable-resides in both the making and the reading of these photographs. In Crewdson's most recent work, a series entitled Twilight (1998)(1999), domestic space appears as a
space of beauty, hyper-reality, and violence. At the moment when the grown intervenes with the made, the viewer is made keenly aware of the artifice of both.
Crewdson's superimposition of everyday domestic equipment with theatrical lighting and lush, nuanced color creates an image of suburban life gone awry, where the site of leisure has become one of fear, loss, and nostalgia. Nothing is removed: discarded objects of daily consumption are brought back to the scene of the crime as if to remind us of the project of domesticity where order is often employed to conceal. Crewdson parodies this tradition of covering up by exerting explicit control over the staging and the crafting of his "scenes." The irony of the resulting disarray is that it is born out of a need to control with precision but nonetheless fails to order nature. Crewdson's self-proclaimed "realist vision" provokes spaces where neither reality nor fiction is suppressed.' Instead, both are depicted with equal rigor.
2 Crewdson challenges home's power of enclosure as a weapon against concealment and elimination. Tactility, impoverished by the postwar advocacy of streamlining, has given way to a quasi-Victorian return to shag and chintz, where trash, wood paneling, and "Laz-I-Boy" recliners maintain their structural and material integrity. Crewdson dis-plays the anxieties of modernism in full view by reinforcing the false transparency of the glass box and by choosing to preserve the banished and the outmoded instead. He revels in the toxicity of ordering and the symbiosis between progress and pollution.
As the title of the series implies, the spaces of Crewdson's photographs exist in the luminescent interval between the natural and the artificial. The dioramic quality of Crewdson's models is achieved by the use of both natural and artificial light and the construction of stage sets.
Context is crucial for Crewdson: space is not made but taken as a precondition for the scenes that are created.
"Stuff" has a paradoxical double meaning: as taxidermy, it fixes, limits, and freezes moments, but in the colloquial sense, "stuff" refers to the nameless, de-sublimated refuse of the everyday that accumulates to visual excess. Crewdson directs, arranges, orders, and fixes to make the traces of domestic life visible. Ironically, this process-driven work cares little for process: all models and sets, which take months to complete, are dismantled once an acceptable photograph has been taken. As such, the photograph becomes the sole survivor of a laborious and largely undocumented process of model making and stage setting. In architecture, "stuff" is often perceived both as a threat and as a containment of infinity. Crewdson stuffs his images with details that hoard memory and shared cultural experience. His images deviate to a pathology that their architectural referents do not. They provoke discomfort by pointing to the complicity of architects in promoting a culture that has long equated cleanliness and order with normalcy. The sublimity of these photographs rests not in the mysterious but rather in the obsessive inscription of over- 
